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About This Game

MIRAGE: Music Visualizer for Oculus Rift and HTC Vive. (Non-VR also supported).

Witness the reflections of sound across a visual landscape.

PLAY MUSIC FROM ANY MUSIC PLAYER AND MIRAGE WILL REACT.

MIRAGE features advanced audio analysis to bring out the best of your music.

New packs are added frequently and can be downloaded through the menu.

Music never looked this good.
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This seems to be an average HOG with a variety of games and scenes to explore, in which case I would recommend it.
Unfortunately, it has a bug which meant I could only play half the game (a puzzle didn't appear and due to linearity of gameplay
prevented me from continuing) so it's a thumbs down from me.. This was so interesting -- this worldbuilding, whoa!! It was
really neat seeing the clown afterlife??? That bit in particular I was really invested in, and... Oh no, Karako. D: poor kid...!!!.
There are some rather obvious oversights (especially the lack of a save feature), but besides that I actually genuinely enjoyed the
game.
Huge props to the developers for making this their first game!. I really wanted to like this game, but there are simply too many
quality of life issues to overlook for a game with such a limited scope of gameplay. I always try to be sympathetic to indie devs,
and I could overlook quite a few of these QoL issues if there was a genuine sense of progression as one moved from one level to
the next. But the gameplay is such that you are for all intents and purposes playing the same level over and over. The cosmetics
change, but that's about it. Without the gratification of becoming more powerful or gaining loot that really matters, it just feels
like a Skinner box of futility.

A shame. The concept has potential, but falls short in execution. And it's not worth anything close to the regular asking price..
play twisted metal and play team fortres 2 and think of them mashed up. plus its free. i love this game but there are a suprizing
lack of players when i atempt it. You will ride eternal, shiny and chrome!. Definitely the best robot building game available!.
85/100 - Very good for what it is.
Combining any video game format with education is a good thing.
The more we know the stronger we are.

I don't have much to say about this as a game, it is very simple.
The game gives you the meaning in English and you pick the symbol that represents the given meaning.
Basically, you play the second half of "Match" the card game.

The game supports Hiragana, Katakana, and the early school Grades of Kanji.
------------------------
I do have more to say about this as an educational tool.

As someone who has a base level of self-taught Japanese primarily for gaming, I can recommend this as a great early practice
tool for the reading aspect.

When learning Japanese one needs to establish a strong basis and have many tools that do not overtax the brain too much.
Cramming information is not nearly as effective as working with the language in multiple ways for a small amount per day.

If you expect you learn Japanese from this one program you are going to be very disappointed. However, if you take this
product and combine it with other useful tools and work a little a day on it you will get there.
---------------------------------------------
I would call this a good base starting point for reading or gaming.

If your interest in Japanese is primarily Anime you might want to focus on using things like the programs from Pimsleur.
Listening based exercises.

If your primary interest is conversational the best way to do that is to find someone who speaks Japanese as a native language
and wishes to learn English. (They will probably be just as happy learning from you.)
-------------------------------------------
Keep in mind, Japanese like all languages is never something you can master so don't get discouraged when it doesn't all click.
Immersion and time are your best friends when it comes to this. You will get it in time the key is to keep with it.

Speed = Loss in this case.
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------------------------------------
Do yourself a favour, toss on a movie or music and play this a bit without worrying about the score too much, the same way you
might mess around with a game of solitaire or a mobile game. Let your brain absorb the information. You will be surprised with
how well your brain can learn when it is not stressed out.

Don't forget your brain has learned a new language once before it was so highly developed. It certainly is capable of doing it
now.

==========================
Make up your own mind.
DanielJMWaters.
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I know this is early access and that's exactly why I'm giving it a thumbs down right now. The game has a lot of potential to be
great, but it is far from it. It is better than the first, but there is a lot more work needed to be done than the one month that the
dev states in the early access description.

The game doesn't feel good to control. The animations of the character lag, making movement awkward. The leaf attack is
difficult to use because of how long the delay is between the button press and the animation/attack. This is especially true of the
shot, I often fire in the wrong direction because I turn after the animation ends but the water droplet fires even later. Those
issues combined with the way you get stunned make combat extremely painful.

Right Trigger is implied to warp you back to the start according to an in game sign but it does nothing. I had to hold E on my
keyboard to warp.

I might be missing it but I'm not seeing a HUD anywhere.

There are a lot of areas that seemed like side paths that I could explore that were just simply dead ends. Filling the world with
more collectables would be nice so you have a reason to venture off the trail of berries that lead to your goal.

The game needs better optimization. I jump from 60 fps all the way down to sub 25 frequently.

The camera feels like it's on ice.. Same SK as usual but the combat has been improved on in this one with the added parry and
burst mechanics. Really fun, too bad there's no vs mode with the additions made to the combat system. The user interface in
particular is alos really cleaned up and nice looking in this.

It's solid, and it's the burst story all over again, which is fine and all. But honestly if you're like me and have been playing this
series for a long time I think you'll share my biggest gripe and that is that the unlockable outfits are once again the exact same.
If you want to corner cut and reuse environments ok, but I hope that one day we get a full set of new outfits. Everyone is here
because they are fans of the characters so let us have more fun with them. Heck just port in the outfits from the mobile game
even, there's so many great ones there that I wish I could use in the main games.

Overall besides that gripe this is a good entry point into the series as it retells the origins, and a lot of the characters'
personalities are fleshed out here more than the other titles available on steam. You get the backstories and introductions to
everyone and get to watch them grow a bit through their training. And again the combat just feels good in this game mostly due
to the added mechanics. If you're looking for a turn your brain off type of game with a fun female cast then you already know
this is for you.. Good for a quick session.... unless you want to create a team.. This game is unique in that it is more about
people, relationships and information gathering than a more typical space exploration or combat orientated game. There is some
exploration, mining, trading and combat but so far I have been so engrossed with just meeting people and doing missions that I
have yet to even shoot at anything with my space ship. The game does a great job of creating a dynamic living universe of
charaters that move about from their homes and jobs to the local bars and space ports on the various planets. The portraits of the
various characters are also dynamically created but often they don't differ enough to make it easy to distinguish between who is
who looks-wise. More distinctive looking portraits would be nice. I would definately recommend this game if you are looking
for something a little different to your typical space game.. Doesn't work. Half the time doesn't see vive controllers, other half
just won't start the actual tour and is stuck in loading screen.. The game does not work.
All i get is a white screen with background music playing.
There seem to be no support for the game anymore, but it´s still for sale on Steam.
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